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Abstract
Horizontal aggregation is new class of function to return aggregated 
columns in a horizontal layout. Most algorithms require datasets 
with horizontal layout as input with several records and one 
variable or dimensions per columns. Managing large data sets 
without DBMS support can be a difficult task. Trying different 
subsets of data points and dimensions is more flexible, faster 
and easier to do inside a relational database with SQL queries 
than outside with alternative tool. Horizontal aggregation can 
be performing by using operator, it can easily be implemented 
inside a query processor, much like a select, project and join. 
PIVOT operator on tabular data that exchange rows, enable data 
transformations useful in data modelling, data analysis, and 
data presentation.   horizontal aggregation represent a template 
to generate SQL code from a data mining tool. This SQL code 
reduces manual work in the data preparation phase in data 
mining related project.Conventional RDBMS usually manage 
tables with vertical form. Aggregated columns in a horizontal 
tabular layout returns set of numbers, instead of one number per 
row. The system uses one parent table and different child tables, 
operations are then performed on the data loaded from multiple 
tables. PIVOT operator, offered by RDBMS is used to calculate 
aggregate operations. PIVOT method is much faster method and 
offers much scalability. Partitioning large set of data, obtained 
from the result of horizontal aggregation, in to homogeneous 
cluster is important task in this system. K-means algorithm using 
SQL is best suited for implementing this operation.
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I. Introduction
Data mining has attracted a great attention in the information 
industry and in society as a whole in recent years, due to wide 
availability of huge amount of data and the imminent need for 
turning such data into useful information and knowledge. The 
information and knowledge gained can be used for application 
ranging from market analysis, fraud detection, to production 
control, disaster management and science exploration.
The database system industry has witnessed an evolutionary path 
in the development of various functionalities: data collection and 
database creation, database management (including data storage 
and retrieval, and database transaction processing and advance 
data analysis
Knowledge discovery as a process consists of an iterative sequence 
of following steps:

Data cleaning, that is, to remove noise and inconsistent • 
data.
Data integration, that is, where multiple data sources are • 
combined.
Data selection, that is, where data relevant to the analysis • 
task are retrieved from the database.
Data transformation, that is, where data are transformed or • 
consolidated into forms appropriate for mining by performing 
summary or aggregation operations.
Data mining, that is, an essential process where intelligent • 

methods are applied in order to extract the data patterns.
Knowledge presentation, that is, where visualization and • 
knowledge representation techniques are used to present the 
mined knowledge to the user.

 The relational database, especially with normalized tables, a 
significant effort is required to prepare a summary data set [16] that 
can be used as input for a data mining or statistical algorithm [15, 
17]. Most algorithms require as input a data set with a horizontal 
layout, with several records and one variable or dimension per 
column. That is the case with models like clustering, classification, 
regression and PCA; consult [10, 15]. Each research discipline uses 
different terminology to describe the data set. In data mining the 
common terms are point-dimension. Statistics literature generally 
uses observation-variable. Machine learning research uses 
instance-feature. This article introduces a new class of aggregate 
functions that can be used to build data sets in a horizontal layout 
(de-normalized with aggregations), automating SQL query writing 
and extending SQL capabilities. We show evaluating horizontal 
aggregations is a challenging and interesting problem and we 
introduce alternative methods and optimizations for their efficient 
evaluation. building a suitable data set for data mining purposes is 
a time-consuming task. This task generally requires writing long 
SQL statements or customizing SQL code if it is automatically 
generated by some tool. There are two main ingredients in such 
SQL code: joins and aggregations [16]; we focus on the second 
one. The most widely-known aggregation is the sum of a column 
over groups of rows. Some other aggregations return the average, 
maximum, minimum or row count over groups of rows. There exist 
many aggregation functions and operators in SQL. Unfortunately, 
all these aggregations have limitations to build data sets for data 
mining purposes. The main reason is that, in general, data sets that 
are stored in a relational database (or a data warehouse) come from 
On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP) systems where database 
schemas are highly normalized. But data mining, statistical or 
machine learning algorithms generally require aggregated data in 
summarized form. Based on current available functions and clauses 
in SQL, a significant effort is required to compute aggregations 
when they are desired in a cross tabular (horizontal) form, suitable 
to be used by a data mining algorithm. Such effort is due to the 
amount and complexity of SQL code that needs to be written, 
optimized and tested. There are further practical reasons to return 
aggregation results in a horizontal (cross-tabular) layout. Standard 
aggregations are hard to interpret when there are many result rows, 
especially when grouping attributes have high cardinalities. To 
perform analysis of exported tables into spreadsheets it may be 
more convenient to have aggregations on the same group in one 
row (e.g. to produce graphs or to compare data sets with repetitive 
information). OLAP tools generate SQL code to transpose results 
(sometimes called PIVOT [5]). Transposition can be more efficient 
if there are mechanisms combining aggregation and transposition 
together. With such limitations in mind, we propose a new class 
of aggregate functions that aggregate numeric expressions and 
transpose results to produce a data set with a horizontal layout. 
Functions belonging to this class are called horizontal aggregations. 
Horizontal aggregations represent an extended form of traditional 
SQL aggregations, which return a set of values in a horizontal 
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layout (somewhat similar to a multidimensional vector), instead of 
a single value per row. This article explains how to evaluate and 
optimize horizontal aggregations generating standard SQL code. 
aggregations provide several unique features and advantages. 
First, they represent a template to generate SQL code from a 
data mining tool. Such SQL code automates writing SQL queries, 
optimizing them and testing them for correctness. This SQL code 
reduces manual work in the data preparation phase in a data mining 
project. Second, since SQL code is automatically generated it is 
likely to be more efficient than SQL code written by an end user. 
For instance, a person who does not know SQL well or someone 
who is not familiar with the database schema (e.g. a data mining 
practitioner). Therefore, data sets can be created in less time. Third, 
the data set can be created entirely inside the DBMS. In modern 
database environments it is common to export de-normalized data 
sets to be further cleaned and transformed outside a DBMS in 
external tools (e.g. statistical packages). Unfortunately, exporting 
large tables outside a DBMS is slow, creates inconsistent copies of 
the same data and compromises database security. Therefore, we 
provide a more efficient, better integrated and more secure solution 
compared to external data mining tools. Horizontal aggregations 
just require a small syntax extension to aggregate functions called 
in a SELECT statement. Alternatively, horizontal aggregations can 
be used to generate SQL code from a data mining tool to build 
data sets for data mining analysis.
Preparing a data set for analysis is generally the most time 
consuming task in a datamining project, requiring many 
complex SQL queries, joining tables and  Aggregating columns. 
Existing SQL aggregations have  limitations to prepare data sets 
becausethey return one  column per aggregated group. In general, 
a significant manual effortis required to build data sets, where a 
horizontal layout is required. We proposesimple, yet powerful, 
methods to generate SQL code to return aggregated columns in 
a horizontal tabular layout, returning a set of numbers instead 
of one number per row. This new class of functions is called 
horizontal aggregations. Horizontalaggregations build data sets 
with a horizontal denormalized layout (e.g. point-dimension, 
observation-variable, instance-feature), which is the standard 
layoutrequired by most data mining algorithms. We propose 
three fundamental methods toevaluate horizontal aggregations: 
CASE: Exploiting the programming CASEconstruct; SPJ: 
Based on standard relational algebra operators (SPJ queries); 
PIVOT:Using the PIVOT operator, which is offered by some 
DBMSs.In a relational database, especially with normalized 
tables,a significant effort is required to prepare a summarydata 
set [16] that can be used as input for a data miningor statistical 
algorithm [15, 17]. Most algorithms requireas input a data set 
with a horizontal layout, with severalrecords and one variable or 
dimension per column. That isthe case with models like clustering, 
classification, regressionand PCA; consult [10, 15]. Each research 
discipline uses different terminology to describe the data set. In 
data mining the common terms are point-dimension. Statistics 
literature generally uses observation-variable.Machine learning 
research uses instance-feature. This article introduces a new class 
of aggregate functions that can be used to build data sets in a 
horizontal layout (denormalized with aggregations), automating 
SQL query writing and extending SQL capabilities. We show 
evaluating horizontal aggregations is a challenging and interesting 
problem and we introduce alternative methods and optimizations 
for their efficient evaluation. requires writing long SQL statements 
or customizing SQL code if it is automatically generated by some 
tool. There are two main ingredients in such SQL code: joins 

and aggregations [16]; we focus on the second one. The most 
widely-known aggregation is the sum of a column over groups 
of rows. Some other aggregations return the average, maximum, 
minimum or row count over groups of rows. There exist many 
aggregation functions and operators in SQL. Unfortunately, all 
these aggregations have limitations to build data sets for data 
miningpurposes. The main reason is that, in general, data sets  hat 
are stored in a relational database (or a data warehouse) come from 
On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP) systems where database 
schemas are highly normalized. But data mining, statistical or 
machine learning algorithms generally require aggregated data in 
summarized form. Based on current available functions and clauses 
in SQL, a significant effort is required to compute aggregations 
when they are desired in a crosstabular (horizontal) form, suitable 
to be used by a data mining algorithm. Such effort is due to the 
amount and complexity of SQL code that needs to be written, 
optimized and tested. There are further practical reasons to return 
aggregation results in a horizontal (cross-tabular) layout. Standard 
aggregations are hard to interpret when there are many result rows, 
especially when grouping attributes have high cardinalities. To 
perform analysis of exported tables into spreadsheets it may be 
more convenient to have aggregations on the same group in one 
row (e.g. to produce graphs or to compare data sets with repetitive 
information). OLAP tools generate SQL code to transpose results 
(sometimes called PIVOT [5]). Transposition can be more efficient 
if there are mechanisms combining aggregation and transposition 
together. 

II. Existing System
Preparing a data set for analysis is generally the most time 
consuming task in a data mining project, requiring many complex 
SQL queries, joining tables and aggregating columns.
This paper enables us to extract pattern from spatial database 
using k-means algorithm which refers to patterns not explicitly 
stored in spatial databases. Since spatial association mining needs 
to evaluate multiple spatial relationships among a large number 
of spatial objects, the process could be quite costly.
K-mean algorithm reduces the application performance

III. Proposed Work
We introduce a new class of aggregations that have similar behavior 
to SQL standard aggregations, but which produce tables with a 
horizontal layout. In contrast, we call standard SQL aggregations 
vertical aggregations since they produce tables with a vertical 
layout. Horizontal aggregations just require a small syntax 
extension to aggregate functions called in a SELECT statement.
SQL Code Generation
Our main goal is to define a template to generate SQL code 
combining aggregation and transposition (pivoting). A second goal 
is to extend the SELECT statement with a clause that combines 
transposition with aggregation. Consider the following GROUP 
BY query in standard SQL that takes a subset L1. . . Lm from D1, 
. . ., Dp:
SELECT L1, ..,Lm, sum(A)
FROM F
GROUP BY L1, . . . , Lm;
This aggregation query will produce a wide table with m+1 
columns (automaticaly determined), with one group for each 
unique combination of values L1, . . . , Lm and one aggregated value 
per group (sum(A) in this case). In order to evaluate this query the 
query optimizer takes three input parameters: (1) the input table 
F, (2) the list of grouping columns L1, . . . , Lm, (3) the column 
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to aggregate (A). The basic goal of a horizontal aggregation is to 
transpose (pivot) the aggregated column A by a column subset of 
L1, . . . , Lm; for simplicity assume such subset is R1, . . . , Rk where 
k < m. In other words, we partition the GROUP BY list into two 
sublists: one list to produce each group (j columns L1, . . . , Lj) 
and another list (k columns R1, . . .,Rk) to transpose aggregated 
values, where {L1, . . . , Lj} ∩ {R1, . . . , Rk} = ∅. Each distinct 
combination of {R1, . . . , Rk} will automatically produce an 
output column.
The  horizontal aggregation contains four input parameters to 
generate SQL code:

The input table F,1. 
The list of GROUP BY columns L2. 1, . . ., Lj,
The column to aggregate (A),3. 
The list of transposing columns R4. 1, . . .,Rk.

Horizontal aggregations preserve evaluation semantics of standard 
(vertical) SQL aggregations. The main difference will be returning 
a table with a horizontal layout, possibly having extra nulls.
We propose three methods to evaluate horizontal aggregations. 
The first method relies only on relational operations. That is, only 
doing select, project, join and aggregation queries; we call it the 
SPJ method. The second form relies on the SQL”case”   construct; 
we call it the CASE method. Each table has an index on its primary 
key for efficient join processing. We do not consider additional 
indexing mechanisms to accelerate query evaluation. The third 
method uses the built-in PIVOT operator, which transforms rows 
to columns (e.g. transposing).
The SPJ method is interesting from a theoretical point of view 
because it is based on relational operators only. The basic idea is to 
create one table with a vertical aggregation for each result column, 
and then join all those tables to produce FH. We aggregate from 
F into d projected tables with d Select- Project-Join-Aggregation 
queries (selection, projection, join, aggregation). Each table FI 
corresponds to one sub grouping combination and has {L1, . . ., 
Lj} as primary key and an aggregation on A as the only non-key 
column. It is necessary to introduce an additional table F0, that 
will be outer joined with projected tables to get a complete result 
set. We propose two basic sub-strategies to compute FH. The first 
one directly aggregates from F. The second one computes the 
equivalent vertical aggregation in a temporary table FV grouping 
by L1, . . ., Lj,R1, . . .,Rk. Then horizontal aggregations can be 
instead computed from FV, which is a compressed version of F, 
since standard aggregations are distributive

INSERT INTO FH
SELECT
F0.L1, F0.L2, . . ., F0.Lj,
F1.A, F2.A, . . . , Fd.A
FROM F0
LEFT OUTER JOIN F1
ON F0.L1 = F1.L1 and. . . and F0.Lj = F1.Lj
LEFT OUTER JOIN F2
ON F0.L1 = F2.L1 and. . . and F0.Lj = F2.Lj
. . .
LEFT OUTER JOIN Fd
ON F0.L1 = Fd.L1 and. . . and F0.Lj = Fd.Lj;
This statement may look complex, but it is easy to see that each 
left outer join is based on the same columns L1, . . . , Lj. To avoid 
ambiguity in column references, L1, . . . , Lj are qualified with 
F0. Result column I is qualified with table FI. Since F0 has n rows 
each left outer join produces a partial table with n rows and one 
additional column. Then at the end, FH will have n rows and d 

aggregation columns. The statement above is equivalent to an 
update-based strategy. Table FH can be initialized inserting n rows 
with key L1, . . ., Lj and nulls on the d dimension aggregation 
columns. Then FH is iteratively updated from FI joining on L1, 
. . ., Lj. This strategy basically incurs twice I/O doing updates 
instead of insertion. Reordering the d projected tables to join 
cannot accelerate processing because each partial table has n 
rows. Another claim is that it is not possible to correctly compute 
horizontal aggregations without using outer joins. In other words, 
natural joins would produce an incomplete result set.
We now consider an optimized version using FV. Based on FV, 
we need to transpose rows to get groups based on L1, . . ., Lj. 
Query evaluation needs to combine the desired aggregation with 
”CASE” statements for each distinct combination of values of R1, 
. . . , Rk. As explained above, horizontal aggregations must set the 
result to null when there are no qualifying rows for the specific 
horizontal group. The Boolean expression for each case statement 
has a conjunction of k equality comparisons. z
Example
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We now show actual SQL code for our small example. This SQL 
code produces FH . Notice the two methods can compute from 
either F or FV , but we use F to make code more compact.

The SPJ method code is as follows (computed from F):
/* SPJ method */
INSERT INTO F1
SELECT D1,sum(A) AS A
FROM F
WHERE D2=’X’
GROUP BY D1;
INSERT INTO F2
SELECT D1,sum(A) AS A
FROM F
WHERE D2=’Y’

GROUP BY D1;
INSERT INTO FH
SELECT F0.D1,F1.A AS D2_X,F2.A AS D2_Y
FROM F0 LEFT OUTER JOIN F1 on F0.D1=F1.D1
LEFT OUTER JOIN F2 on F0.D1=F2.D1;

The CASE method code is as follows (computed from F):
/* CASE method */
INSERT INTO FH
SELECT
D1
,SUM(CASE WHEN D2=’X’ THEN A
ELSE null END) as D2_X
,SUM(CASE WHEN D2=’Y’ THEN A
ELSE null END) as D2_Y
FROM F
GROUP BY D1;

Integrating  K-Means Algorithm with Horizontal Aggregation 
Clustering methods partition a set of objects into clusters such 
that objects in the same cluster are more similar to each other than 
objects in different clusters according to some defined criteria. 
Data mining applications frequently involve categorical data. 
The biggest advantage of these clustering algorithms is that it is 
scalable to very large data sets.
Even though the existing system presented the computation of 
the values for different attributes, it has some drawbacks. In the 
research of the horizontal aggregation, the existing systems are not 
well defined for the different fact tables that need better indexing 
and extraction.
Multiple fact tables: Constructing new data sets within the range 
of a discrete set of known data points we need different attributes 
from different fact tables. In many applications one often has a 
number of data values, obtained by experimentation, which stored 
on limited number of databases. It is often required to extract 
the particular useful attributes from the different fact tables and 
perform aggregation
K-means: K-means is initialized from some random or approximate 
solution. Each step assigns each point to its nearest cluster and then 
points belonging to the same cluster are averaged to get new cluster 
centroids. Each step successively improves cluster centroids until 
they are stable. This is the standard version of K-Means technique 
used. Optimized K-means computes all Euclidean distances for 
one point in one I/O, exploits sufficient statistics, and stores 
the clustering model in a single table. Experiments evaluate 
performance with large data sets focusing on elapsed time per 

iteration.
The main issue here addressed is how to make efficient indexing 
of horizontal aggregation. Initially an aggregation operation is 
performed horizontal layout are creating by using pivot operator. 
In this a k-means algorithm are implementing to create datasets 
with horizontal layout as input
The k-means algorithm is the best-known squared error based 
clustering algorithm with input as horizontal aggregation The 
algorithm consist of mainly four steps:

Selection of the initial k means for k clusters from attribute of 1. 
datasets obtained from horizontal aggregation operation.
Calculation of the dissimilarity between an object and the 2. 
Mean of a cluster.
Allocation of an object to the cluster whose mean is nearest to 3. 
the object.4) Re-calculation of the mean of a cluster from the 
objects allocated to it so that the intra cluster dissimilarity

IV. Conclusion
This system extended the horizontal aggregations with k-means 
algorithm to cluster the aggregated column which help preparing 
datasets for data mining related work. Optimized k-means is 
significantly faster because of small data set run clustering outside 
the DBMS.Input to the system is data from multiple tables rather 
than single table used in traditional horizontal aggregation. Include 
Euclidean distance computation, pivoting a table to have one 
dimension value per row. Data manipulating operator Pivot is easy 
to compute for wide set of values. Pivot is an extension of Group 
By with unique restrictions and optimization opportunities, and 
this makes it easy to introduce incrementally on top of existing 
grouping implementation
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